Ultimate Cleanse
Cost Option Examples
These prices include
Consultation fees $85 per hour
Testing…..$85 per hour
Usually about 1 1/4 hour is needed to run tests on the client and explain the cleansing program. These
tests have the added advantage of giving the client and overall picture of their health condition.
During the 10 day program 6 x quarter hour telephone consultations are needed to take the client
through the first colonic, monitor and give advise when needed.
People with a lot of experience in fasting programs and colon cleansing may be able to reduce the
amount of consultations needed, but I am responsible for the clients health and safety during the entire
process.

2. buying option

$NZ

Deluxe Colonic board includes Comfort pad, hose set,2x insertion tubes
$279US plus freight from US approx. $185US plus GST in NZ
approx
Ultimate Cleanse Kit (larger full range 9 part kit)
Consultation (testing condition of bowel and body functions, parasites etc.)
6 x ¼ hour telephone consultations monitoring client the 10 days
Total approx
(does not included bucket, kitchen colander, or juice)

$900
$245
$110
$127
$1,382NZ

This option would give a 10 day Cleanse with everything necessary to do regular programs every year
with only the extra cost of more supplements.

3 Hiring option A (available in the areas where board hire is available)
Colonic board hire (10 days)
Hose set (for reasons of hygiene clients need to buy their own.
hiring option is available at $15)
Ultimate Cleanse Kit (larger full range 9 part kit)
Consultation (testing condition of bowel and body functions, parasites etc.)
6 x ¼ hour telephone consultations monitoring client the 10 days
total

$90
$90
$245
$110
$127
$662NZ

These options give you a 10-day cleanse. Clearing your bowel good enough to only need a repeat of
the process once the year.

If you decide to buy a board
at the end of one weeks
hiring , then $30-00 of the
hiring fee will be refunded

NOTE: Do the cleansing
program with a friend
and save money on
equipment hire.
.

4 Ultimate Cleanse ( essentials)
(This is a new improved kit with 20% more product)
This cleanse has the four main ingredients found in the standard kit and is suitable for people requiring
an effective cleanse without going to the level and cost of colonic irrigations and diagnostic testing. It
can be done on a slightly modified diet and people can continue to work as long as their job does not
require physical energy exceeding that of an office worker.
Ultimate Cleanse Kit
Consultation
Total

$140
$50
$190

The Ultimate Cleanse ( essentials) is still very effective even without the Colonic Cleanses.
This may be an option if cost is a large factor.

